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We derive a new bound on diphoton resonances using inclusive diphoton cross section measurements
at the LHC, in the so-far poorly constrained mass range between the ⌥ and the SM Higgs. This
bound sets the current best limit on axion-like particles that couple to gluons and photons, for
masses between 10 and 65 GeV. We also estimate indicative sensitivities of a dedicated diphoton
LHC search in the same mass region, at 7, 8 and 14 TeV. As a byproduct of our analysis, we comment
on the axion-like particle interpretation of the CMS excesses in low mass dijet and diphoton searches.

PACS numbers: 14.80.Mz (Axions and other Nambu-Goldstone bosons)

I. INTRODUCTION

Searches for two body decays of heavy resonances
led to fundamental discoveries in the history of particle
physics such as the J/ [1, 2], the ⌥ [3] and the Z boson
[4]. An extensive program is currently looking for higher
mass resonances at the LHC in various final states (see
[5] for a complete list).

Despite the high background rates, advances in data-
driven background estimates guarantee good sensitivi-
ties to discover/exclude such peak signals. A marvellous
proof of the high performance of resonance searches at
the LHC is the recent discovery of the Standard Model
(SM) Higgs boson in the diphoton channel [6, 7].

As a matter of fact, the current LHC search program is
mostly tailored to probe new resonances of mass higher
than roughly 100 GeV. This is the result of a general
theoretical bias towards heavy new physics (NP) and of
the common belief that either previous collider experi-
ments (UA1, UA2, LEP and Tevatron) and/or Higgs cou-
pling fits (through the decay of the Higgs into two new
particles) put constraints on lighter resonances that are
stronger than the LHC capabilities. On the experimental
side, going to low masses poses the challenge of looking
for resonances with a mass below the sum of the cuts on
the transverse momentum (pT ) of the decay products.

The aim of this letter is to go beyond these common
beliefs and to motivate the LHC collaborations to look
for resonances down to the smallest possible mass. We
first derive a new bound (of 10-100 pb) on the diphoton
signal strength of a new resonance in the mass range
between the ⌥ and the SM Higgs. This new bound comes
from inclusive diphoton cross section measurements at
ATLAS [8, 9] and CMS [10], by simply imposing that
the NP events are less than the total measured events

plus their uncertainty.
We then show how this conservative procedure sets al-

ready the strongest existing constraint on axion-like par-
ticles (ALPs) with mass between 10 and 65 GeV. We fi-
nally estimate the indicative reaches on the diphoton sig-
nal strengths that could be attainable by proper searches
at the LHC, up to its high luminosity (HL) phase, and
interpret their impact on the ALP parameter space.

II. AXION-LIKE PARTICLES IN DIPHOTONS

When a U(1) global symmetry (which can be the sub-
group of some larger global symmetry G) is spontaneously
broken in the vacuum, then a massless Nambu-Goldstone
boson (NGB) arises in the low energy spectrum. If the
U(1) symmetry is only approximate, the NGB gets a
mass ma and it becomes a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bo-
son (pNGB), often called axion-like particle (ALP). The
mass ma of the pNGB is a technically natural parame-
ter which depends on the explicit breaking of the U(1)
global symmetry, and is smaller than the associated NP
scale MNP ⇠ 4⇡fa, where fa is the scale of spontaneous
breaking. In particular ma can be smaller than the SM
Higgs mass without any fine-tuning price.
The axial couplings of the pNGB to SM gauge bosons

can be written as

Lint =
a

4⇡fa

h
↵sc3GG̃+ ↵2c2WW̃ + ↵1c1BB̃

i
, (1)

where ↵1 = 5/3↵0 is the GUT normalized U(1)Y coupling
constant, a is the canonically normalized pNGB field, and
the coe�cients ci encode the Adler-Bell-Jackiw (ABJ)
anomalies of the global U(1) with SU(3) and SU(2) ⇥
U(1)Y . Further couplings of the pNGB with the SM
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Expect light resonance?
Yes. pNGB: pseudo Nambu Goldstone bosons  
are common among BSM models, mass can be arbitrary light, 

e.g. π 
Focus: Axion-like-particles(ALPs)  e.g.

• R-axion from low-scale SUSY 

• pNGB from composite Higgs
E.g. Bellazzini, Mariotti, Redigolo, Sala, Serra(1702.02152)

Kilic, Okui, Sundrum(‘09), Nakai, Sato, KT (’16) …

Barnard, Gherghetta, Ray(’13), Ferretti(’16)…

• New pion from TeV QCD’

• Heavy Axion/Visible Axion
Rubakov{‘97}, Fukuda, Harigaya, Ibe, Yanagida (’15), P. Agrawal, K. Howe(‘17)

Unlike QCD axion case, ma~mπ fπ/fa,    
mass and coupling (1/fa) are independent

Hierarchy problem

Simply new QCD

Strong CP problem
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Strong CP problem and Axion

Phase promoted to axion field, and settled at minimum 

Constraints(e.g. Astro,SN1987) push to very high fa

*Over DM abundance&problem in inflation with fa>1012GeV

Axion window

[Peccei, Quinn][Weinberg; Wilczek; Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov; Dine–Fischler–Srednicki–Zhitnitsky]

✓̄ . 10�10
<latexit sha1_base64="UmxBNU3PgzTpsPyyABK+P78FhpI=">AAACBnicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9ShCYxC8GGZU0GPQi8cIZoHMGHo6laRJz0J3jRCGOXnxV7x4UMSr3+DNv7GzHDTxQcHjvSqq6gWJFBod59taWFxaXlktrBXXNza3tu2d3bqOU8WhxmMZq2bANEgRQQ0FSmgmClgYSGgEg+uR33gApUUc3eEwAT9kvUh0BWdopLZ94AVMZR72AVnuSdBai5C6zn124jp52y45ZWcMOk/cKSmRKapt+8vrxDwNIUIumdYt10nQz5hCwSXkRS/VkDA+YD1oGRqxELSfjd/I6ZFROrQbK1MR0rH6eyJjodbDMDCdIcO+nvVG4n9eK8XupZ+JKEkRIj5Z1E0lxZiOMqEdoYCjHBrCuBLmVsr7TDGOJrmiCcGdfXme1E/L7lnZuT0vVa6mcRTIPjkkx8QlF6RCbkiV1Agnj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj0nrgjWd2SN/YH3+AJ3NmIs=</latexit>
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Peccei-Quinn symmetry quality problem

• With Δ<12 operators, strong CP problem is not solved 
• Standard scenario requires complex UV

Even gravity breaking with Δ=12 shifts min. (fa~1012GeV)  
δθ>10-10

Global symmetry explicitly broken by gravity or cutoff 
→PQ symmetry should be extremely robust

[S. M. Barr, D. Seckel ('92); M. Kamionkowski, J. March-Russell ('92)]

[Dine(’92); R. Holman et al(’92); Randall (‘92); E. Chun and A. Lukas(‘92); HC Cheng, D.E.Kaplan(’01),  
Dias, Pleitez, Tonasse (’12),… K. Harigaya, et al (’13); M. Redi, R. Sato(’16), Fukuda, Ibe, Suzuki(‘17)…]

Extended gauge group, discrete symmetry, extra dimension… 

spires-search://a%20redi,%20michele
spires-search://a%20sato,%20ryosuke
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Axion 
window

Standard Axion

Heavy Axion 
• Non-minimal 
• No quality problem 
• Testable

• Severe quality problem 
→UV model building  

• DM candidate

Astro
fa(GeV)

PQ quality problem motivates Heavy Axion

ma(GeV)

Δ=6 (Λ=mpl)
Δ=6 (Λ=mGUT)

too much DM

10MeV

Beam
 dum

p

Need ALP-gluon coupling
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nal strengths that could be attainable by proper searches
at the LHC, up to its high luminosity (HL) phase, and
interpret their impact on the ALP parameter space.
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When a U(1) global symmetry (which can be the sub-
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broken in the vacuum, then a massless Nambu-Goldstone
boson (NGB) arises in the low energy spectrum. If the
U(1) symmetry is only approximate, the NGB gets a
mass ma and it becomes a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bo-
son (pNGB), often called axion-like particle (ALP). The
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global symmetry, and is smaller than the associated NP
scale MNP ⇠ 4⇡fa, where fa is the scale of spontaneous
breaking. In particular ma can be smaller than the SM
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can be written as

Lint =
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↵sc3GG̃+ ↵2c2WW̃ + ↵1c1BB̃

i
, (1)
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Higgs and/or with the SM fermions can be set to zero
if these fields are not charged (or very weakly charged)
under the global U(1).

As one can see from Eq. (1), the strength of the cou-
plings of the pNGB is controlled by its decay constant fa.
As we will see, the phenomenology of pNGBs described
by Eq (1) becomes of interest for this study, and more in
general for present colliders, only for fa ⇠ 0.1� 10 TeV.
pNGBs with such a decay constant are ubiquitous in pop-
ular theoretical frameworks addressing the naturalness of
the EW scale, like low-scale Supersymmetry (SUSY) and
Compositeness.1

Supersymmetry (SUSY) and its breaking predict on
general grounds the existence of an R-axion [15], pNGB
of the U(1)R symmetry, potentially accessible at the LHC
if the SUSY scale is su�ciently low [16]. In this context
the couplings to gauge bosons of Eq. (1) are realized nat-
urally from ABJ anomalies between U(1)R and the SM
gauge group, while the couplings to SM fermions and
Higgses can be set to zero with a well-defined R-charge
assignment (RH = 0 in the notation of [16]). In compos-
ite Higgs models, attempts of fermionic UV completions
point to the need of non-minimal cosets (see e.g. [17–
19]), which in turn imply the existence of pNGBs lighter
than the new confinement scale. See [20] for recent work
about these pNGBs, and [21] for a systematic classifica-
tion of the cosets structures that give rise to pNGBs that
couple to both gluons and EW gauge bosons.

A common feature of both SUSY and Composite Higgs
models is that the QCD anomaly receives an irreducible
contribution from loops of colored states, like gluinos
and/or tops, which are generically chiral under the spon-
taneously broken U(1). As a consequence one typically
expects c3 6= 0, unless model dependent colored states
(also chiral under the U(1)) are added to cancel the
contribution from gluinos and/or tops. In conclusion,
fa ⇠ 0.1 � 10 TeV and c3 6= 0 in a broad class of SUSY
and Composite Higgs models, so that a is copiously pro-
duced in pp collisions at the LHC. For this reason we
believe that our study applies to a wide range of theoret-
ically motivated ALP models.

From a phenomenological point of view, ALPs of in-
terest for this study have received much attention as me-
diators of simplified Dark Matter models (see for exam-
ple the recent [22]). Finally, ALPs can exist if Strong
Dynamics is present at some scale [23]. In such a case,
having fa ⇠ 0.1 � 10 TeV would be a phenomenological
assumption not motivated by any naturalness considera-
tion.

For ma . mh, the relevant two body decays of a are

1 String theory constructions could provide an extra motivation
for ALPs. However, the expected values of fa in string mod-
els like [11–13] are order of magnitudes too high for being phe-
nomenologically interesting at colliders. Similarly, solutions of
the strong CP problem based on a QCD axion with a decay con-
stant fa at the TeV scale are hard to conceive (see however [14]).

in diphotons and dijets, with widths

�gg = Kg
↵2
sc

2
3

8⇡3

m3
a

f2
a

, ��� =
↵2
emc

2
�

64⇡3

m3
a

f2
a

, (2)

where c� = c2 + 5c1/3, and where both ↵s and ↵em are
computed at the mass ofma. We encode the higher-order
QCD corrections in Kg = 2.1 [24]. Unless c1,2 & 102c3,
the width into gluons is the dominant one. The total
width �tot is typically very narrow, for example for fa &
100 GeV and ci ⇠ O(1) one obtains �tot/ma . 10�3.
For simplicity, we do not study the phenomenology

associated to the Z� decay channel, which is anyhow
open only for ma > mZ , and phenomenologically more
relevant than �� only for specific values of c1 and c2.

III. CURRENT SEARCHES

A new resonance decaying in two jets or two photons
is probed at colliders by looking at the related invari-
ant mass distributions, possibly in addition with extra
objects depending on the production mechanism. The
relevant searches at di↵erent colliders with at least one
photon in the final state are summarized in Table I, to-
gether with their lowest invariant mass reach. We refer
to [25] for a similar collection of searches involving purely
hadronic final states.
Let us now summarize the relevant searches for low

mass resonances at the LHC:

⇧ Dijet resonances down to 50 GeV have been re-
cently looked for by CMS [37]. In order to over-
come the trigger on the jet pT ’s, CMS requires an
extra energetic jet. Recoiling against the hard jet,
the resonance is boosted and its decay products col-
limated. For this reason advanced jet substructure
techniques were essential to reconstruct the dijet
resonance inside a single “fat” jet [38, 39].

The CMS low mass dijet limits are given on the
inclusive dijet signal strength of a qq̄-initiated res-
onance �CMS

qq̄ . We recast them for a gluon initiated
resonance as

�our
gg = �CMS

qq̄ ·
✏qq̄HT

✏ggHT

, (3)

where ✏qq̄HT
and ✏ggHT

are the e�ciencies of the cut in
hadronic activity HT > 650 GeV.2 These are esti-
mated from simulations3 of a gg and a qq̄ initiated
scalar signals (including matching up to 2 jets and
detector simulation). We fix the e�ciency ratio in

2 We thank Phil Harris for private communications on [37].
3 We use FeynRules 2.0 [40], MadGraph 5 [41], Pythia 8.1 [42, 43],
DELPHES 3 [44] and MadAnalysis 5 [45]. The MLM matching
[46] is performed to include matrix element correction to ISRs.

Loops of gluinos, tops. Necessary to solve strong CP problem

benchmark c1 = c2 = c3 = 10

• production@LHC is gluon fusion, 
• prompt decay to dijet or diphoton due to (ma<mZ)
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Higgs and/or with the SM fermions can be set to zero
if these fields are not charged (or very weakly charged)
under the global U(1).

As one can see from Eq. (1), the strength of the cou-
plings of the pNGB is controlled by its decay constant fa.
As we will see, the phenomenology of pNGBs described
by Eq (1) becomes of interest for this study, and more in
general for present colliders, only for fa ⇠ 0.1� 10 TeV.
pNGBs with such a decay constant are ubiquitous in pop-
ular theoretical frameworks addressing the naturalness of
the EW scale, like low-scale Supersymmetry (SUSY) and
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taneously broken U(1). As a consequence one typically
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and Composite Higgs models, so that a is copiously pro-
duced in pp collisions at the LHC. For this reason we
believe that our study applies to a wide range of theoret-
ically motivated ALP models.

From a phenomenological point of view, ALPs of in-
terest for this study have received much attention as me-
diators of simplified Dark Matter models (see for exam-
ple the recent [22]). Finally, ALPs can exist if Strong
Dynamics is present at some scale [23]. In such a case,
having fa ⇠ 0.1 � 10 TeV would be a phenomenological
assumption not motivated by any naturalness considera-
tion.

For ma . mh, the relevant two body decays of a are

1 String theory constructions could provide an extra motivation
for ALPs. However, the expected values of fa in string mod-
els like [11–13] are order of magnitudes too high for being phe-
nomenologically interesting at colliders. Similarly, solutions of
the strong CP problem based on a QCD axion with a decay con-
stant fa at the TeV scale are hard to conceive (see however [14]).

in diphotons and dijets, with widths

�gg = Kg
↵2
sc

2
3

8⇡3

m3
a

f2
a

, ��� =
↵2
emc

2
�

64⇡3

m3
a

f2
a

, (2)

where c� = c2 + 5c1/3, and where both ↵s and ↵em are
computed at the mass ofma. We encode the higher-order
QCD corrections in Kg = 2.1 [24]. Unless c1,2 & 102c3,
the width into gluons is the dominant one. The total
width �tot is typically very narrow, for example for fa &
100 GeV and ci ⇠ O(1) one obtains �tot/ma . 10�3.
For simplicity, we do not study the phenomenology

associated to the Z� decay channel, which is anyhow
open only for ma > mZ , and phenomenologically more
relevant than �� only for specific values of c1 and c2.

III. CURRENT SEARCHES

A new resonance decaying in two jets or two photons
is probed at colliders by looking at the related invari-
ant mass distributions, possibly in addition with extra
objects depending on the production mechanism. The
relevant searches at di↵erent colliders with at least one
photon in the final state are summarized in Table I, to-
gether with their lowest invariant mass reach. We refer
to [25] for a similar collection of searches involving purely
hadronic final states.
Let us now summarize the relevant searches for low

mass resonances at the LHC:

⇧ Dijet resonances down to 50 GeV have been re-
cently looked for by CMS [37]. In order to over-
come the trigger on the jet pT ’s, CMS requires an
extra energetic jet. Recoiling against the hard jet,
the resonance is boosted and its decay products col-
limated. For this reason advanced jet substructure
techniques were essential to reconstruct the dijet
resonance inside a single “fat” jet [38, 39].

The CMS low mass dijet limits are given on the
inclusive dijet signal strength of a qq̄-initiated res-
onance �CMS

qq̄ . We recast them for a gluon initiated
resonance as

�our
gg = �CMS

qq̄ ·
✏qq̄HT

✏ggHT

, (3)

where ✏qq̄HT
and ✏ggHT

are the e�ciencies of the cut in
hadronic activity HT > 650 GeV.2 These are esti-
mated from simulations3 of a gg and a qq̄ initiated
scalar signals (including matching up to 2 jets and
detector simulation). We fix the e�ciency ratio in

2 We thank Phil Harris for private communications on [37].
3 We use FeynRules 2.0 [40], MadGraph 5 [41], Pythia 8.1 [42, 43],
DELPHES 3 [44] and MadAnalysis 5 [45]. The MLM matching
[46] is performed to include matrix element correction to ISRs.

benchmark c1 = c2 = c3 = 10

• production@LHC is gluon fusion, 
• prompt decay to dijet or diphoton due to (ma<mZ)

Many previous ALP studies with c3=0 (Bra→γγ~100%)
Photonphilic ALP: LEP[Jaeckel, Spannowsky(‘15)]  
Heavy-ion[Knapen et al(’16)], Beamdump with NA62 [B. Dobrich et al (‘16)],  
Sub 10GeV, ALP-W int. induces FCNC(B->Ka) [Izaguirre, Lin, Shuve(’16)], etc.

Loops of gluinos, tops. Necessary to solve strong CP problem
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Existing constraints from LEP to LHC
3

Experiment Process Lumi
p
s low mass reach ref.

LEPI e+e� ! Z ! �a ! �jj 12 pb�1 Z-pole 10 GeV [29]
LEPI e+e� ! Z ! �a ! ��� 78 pb�1 Z-pole 3 GeV [30]
LEPII e+e� ! Z⇤, �⇤ ! �a ! �jj 9.7,10.1,47.7 pb�1 161,172,183 GeV 60 GeV [31]
LEPII e+e� ! Z⇤, �⇤ ! �a ! ��� 9.7,10.1,47.7 pb�1 161,172,183 GeV 60 GeV [31, 32]
LEPII e+e� ! Z⇤, �⇤ ! Za ! jj�� 9.7,10.1,47.7 pb�1 161,172,183 GeV 60 GeV [31]

D0/CDF pp̄ ! a ! �� 7/8.2 fb�1 1.96 TeV 100 GeV [33]
ATLAS pp ! a ! �� 20.3 fb�1 8 TeV 65 GeV [34]
CMS pp ! a ! �� 19.7 fb�1 8 TeV 80 GeV [35]
CMS pp ! a ! �� 19.7 fb�1 8 TeV 150 GeV [36]
CMS pp ! a ! �� 35.9 fb�1 13 TeV 70 GeV [37]

CMS pp ! a ! jj 18.8 fb�1 8 TeV 500 GeV [38]
ATLAS pp ! a ! jj 20.3 fb�1 8 TeV 350 GeV [39]
CMS pp ! a ! jj 12.9 fb�1 13 TeV 600 GeV [40]

ATLAS pp ! a ! jj 3.4 fb�1 13 TeV 450 GeV [41]
CMS pp ! ja ! jjj 35.9 fb�1 13 TeV 50 GeV [42]

UA2 pp̄ ! a ! �� 13.2 pb�1 0.63 TeV 17.9 GeV [43]
D0 pp̄ ! a ! �� 4.2 fb�1 1.96 TeV 8.2 GeV [44]
CDF pp̄ ! a ! �� 5.36 fb�1 1.96 TeV 6.4 GeV [45, 46]

ATLAS pp ! a ! �� 4.9 fb�1 7 TeV 9.4 GeV [8]
CMS pp ! a ! �� 5.0 fb�1 7 TeV 14.2 GeV [10]

ATLAS pp ! a ! �� 20.2 fb�1 8 TeV 13.9 GeV [9]

TABLE I: In the top of the Table we list the relevant searches involving at least a photon in the final state at di↵erent
colliders, and lowest value of invariant mass that they reach. In the middle we also include the most recent LHC dijet searches
(see Ref. [28] for a list of older searches). On the lower part of the Table we summarize the available diphoton cross section
measurements with their minimal invariant mass reach, which we estimate via Eq. (8) from the minimal pT cuts on the leading
and subleading photon and the isolation cuts of the diphoton pair (see Appendix C for more details on the cross section
measurements at UA2, at the Tevatron and at the LHC).

mated from simulations3 of a gg and a qq̄ initiated
scalar signals (including matching up to 2 jets and
detector simulation). We take the e�ciency ratio
in Eq. (3) to be constant and equal to 0.8, which is
the value that we find at ma = 80 GeV. Account-
ing for the ma dependence introduces variations up
to 20% within the mass range 50 � 125 GeV. The
fact that the e�ciency ratio is roughly constant in
ma can be understood observing that

p
ŝ is always

dominated by the cut of HT > 650 GeV, which is
much larger than any of the values of ma of our
interest.

⇧ Existing diphoton searches are inclusive and extend
to a lower invariant mass of 65 GeV [34–37], where
the two photons satisfy standard isolation and iden-
tification requirements.

The ATLAS diphoton search at 8 TeV [34] is the
one extending down to 65 GeV. The bound is given
in term of the diphoton “fiducial” cross-section
�fid = �th · ✏S/CX . CX is a model independent
number that we take from [34] and encodes the de-

3 Throughout this paper we use FeynRules 2.0 [49], MadGraph
5 v2 LO [50, 51] with the default pdf set, Pythia 8.1 [52, 53],
DELPHES 3 [54] and MadAnalysis 5 [55]. The MLM matching
[56] is performed to include matrix element correction to ISRs.

tector acceptance once the kinematical cuts are al-
ready imposed (CX ' 0.6 in the mass range of our
interest).4 To extract the e�ciency ✏S we simulated
the signal for the ALP model in Eq. (1) accounting
for all the cuts of [34].

The CMS searches at 8 and 13 TeV [35, 37] provide
the bound on the theoretical signal strength for a
resonance with the same couplings of the SM Higgs
but lighter mass. Since gluon fusion is the domi-
nant production mechanism for a SM Higgs in the
low mass range [57], we take the CMS result as a
bound on the theoretical diphoton signal strength
of our ALP.

IV. NEW BOUND AND LHC SENSITIVITIES
FROM �� CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS

We focus here on how we can extract a new bound
on a low-mass diphoton resonance from inclusive dipho-
ton measurements at the LHC. An identical procedure
gives the bound from Tevatron diphoton measurements,
presented in Appendix C. We also illustrate how the
projected LHC sensitivity is estimated, further details

4 We thank Liron Barak for private communications on [34].

ISRs

Z’

1. Trigger ISR 
2. Jet substructure

CMS Boosted dijet

CMS [arXiv:1710.00159]Below lowest mass, 
smooth background structure is lost. 
Sideband not possible

Krohn et al (’10); Dasgupta et al (’13); Larkoski et al (‘14)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1710.00159
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Diphoton x-section measurements

They report lower mass!

3

Experiment Process Lumi
p
s low mass reach ref.

LEPI e+e� ! Z ! �a ! �jj 12 pb�1 Z-pole 10 GeV [26]
LEPI e+e� ! Z ! �a ! ��� 78 pb�1 Z-pole 5 GeV [27]
LEPII e+e� ! Z⇤, �⇤ ! �a ! �jj 9.7,10.1,47.7 pb�1 161,172,183 GeV 60 GeV [28]
LEPII e+e� ! Z⇤, �⇤ ! �a ! ��� 9.7,10.1,47.7 pb�1 161,172,183 GeV 60 GeV [28, 29]
LEPII e+e� ! Z⇤, �⇤ ! Za ! jj�� 9.7,10.1,47.7 pb�1 161,172,183 GeV 60 GeV [28]

D0/CDF pp̄ ! a ! �� 7/8.2 fb�1 1.96 TeV 100 GeV [30]
ATLAS pp ! a ! �� 20.3 fb�1 8 TeV 65 GeV [31]
CMS pp ! a ! �� 19.7 fb�1 8 TeV 80 GeV [32]
CMS pp ! a ! �� 19.7 fb�1 8 TeV 150 GeV [33]
CMS pp ! a ! �� 35.9 fb�1 13 TeV 70 GeV [34]

D0 (���) pp̄ ! a ! �� 4.2 fb�1 1.96 TeV pT1 ,T2 > 21 , 20 GeV [35]
CDF (���) pp̄ ! a ! �� 5.36 fb�1 1.96 TeV pT1 ,T2 > 17 , 15 GeV [36]
ATLAS pp ! a ! �� 4.9 fb�1 7 TeV pT1 ,T2 > 25 , 22 GeV [8]
ATLAS pp ! a ! �� 20.2 fb�1 8 TeV pT1 ,T2 > 40 , 30 GeV [9]
CMS pp ! a ! �� 5.0 fb�1 7 TeV pT1 ,T2 > 40 , 25 GeV [10]

TABLE I: Summary of the relevant searches involving at least a photon in the final state at di↵erent colliders, and lowest value
of invariant mass that they reach. On the lower part of the Table we summarize instead the available diphoton cross section
measurements, and the minimal pT cuts on the leading and subleading photon.

(3) to 1
13 , which is roughly the value that we find

for ma = 120 GeV.

⇧ Existing diphoton searches are inclusive and extend
to a lower invariant mass of 65 GeV [31–34], where
the two photons satisfy standard isolation and iden-
tification requirements.

The ATLAS diphoton search at 8 TeV [31] is the
one extending down to 65 GeV. The bound is given
in term of the diphoton “fiducial” cross-section
�fid = �th · ✏S/CX . CX is a model independent
number that we take from [31] and encodes the de-
tector acceptance once the kinematical cuts are al-
ready imposed (CX ' 0.6 in the mass range of our
interest).4 To extract the e�ciency ✏S we simulated
the signal for the ALP model in Eq. (1) accounting
for all the cuts of [31].

The CMS searches at 8 and 13 TeV [32, 34] provide
the bound on the theoretical signal strength for a
resonance with the same couplings of the SM Higgs
but lighter mass. Since gluon fusion is the domi-
nant production mechanism for a SM Higgs in the
low mass range [47], we take the CMS result as a
bound on the theoretical diphoton signal strength
of our ALP.

IV. NEW BOUND AND LHC SENSITIVITIES
FROM �� CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS

a. New bound from measurements. The papers [8–
10] provide tables of the measured di↵erential diphoton

4 We thank Liron Barak for private communications on [31].

cross sections per invariant mass bin, d���/dm�� , to-
gether with their relative statistical (�stat) and systemat-
ical (�sys) uncertainties. We derive a conservative bound
on the theoretical signal strength �th

�� of a diphoton res-
onance by imposing

�th
��(ma) .


mBin

�� · d���

dm��
(1 + 2�tot)

�
· 1

✏S(ma)
, (4)

where �tot =
q

�2
sys +�2

stat, m
Bin
�� is the size of the bin

containing ma, and ✏S is the signal e�ciency accounting
for the kinematical and the isolation cuts of the photons.
We stress that, for very light mass values, a NP reso-
nance can pass the cuts on the photon pT ’s by recoiling
against a jet, which is not vetoed since the cross section
measurements are inclusive.
At a given center of mass energy s, we derive ✏S as

✏S(ma) =
�MCcuts
�� (ma, s)

C �LO
�� (ma, s)

. (5)

�LO
�� (ma, s) is the LO gluon fusion cross section, derived

using the gluon pdf from [48], multiplied by the LO
branching ratio into �� computed from Eq (1), see Ap-
pendix A for more details. We also compute a total “sim-
ulated” diphoton signal strength �MCtot

�� , which includes
matching up to 2 jets, by a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
of the signal for the ALP model in Eq (1). We find that
�LO
�� reproduces up to a constant factor C the shape of

�MCtot
�� for m�� & 60 GeV (i.e. su�ciently far from the

sum of the minimal detector pT cuts on the photons).
A constant factor C = �MCtot

�� /�LO
�� ' 0.85 is hence in-

cluded in Eq (5). The signal strength after cuts �MCcuts
�� is

obtained by the MC simulations imposing on the events
samples the relevant cuts for each of the experimental
search.
To validate our procedure with a measured quantity,

we simulate the SM diphoton background and verify that

ma> 8.2GeV
(ma> 6.4 GeV)
ma> 9.4 GeV
ma>13.9 GeV
ma>14.2 GeV
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Figure 5: Di↵erential cross sections as functions of the various observables compared to the predictions from
Sherpa 2.2.1 and 2�NNLO. At the bottom of each plot, the ratio of the prediction to the data is shown. The bars and
bands around the data and theoretical predictions represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, estimated as
described in the text. Negative cross-section values are obtained with 2�NNLO when varying the renormalisation
scale in the first two bins of �⇤⌘ and therefore are not shown (see text).
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a better control on the MC modelling might be neces-
sary (see [50] for a discussion of the challenges of back-
ground modelling in the context of high mass diphoton
resonances).

On the theory side this motivates an improvement in
the diphoton MC’s, while on the analysis side it pushes
to extend the data-driven estimates of the background to
lower m�� , reducing further the associated uncertainties
and thus improving the limits. Data-driven estimates
of the SM background were indeed used in the ATLAS
8 TeV analysis [31], and we believe their e↵ectiveness
is at the origin of the discrepancy between our 8 TeV
sensitivities and the actual ATLAS limits. As shown in
Fig. (1) the discrepancy amounts to a factor of ⇠ 5.6

The experimental challenge of going to lower invariant
masses is ultimately related to lowering the minimal cuts
pmin
T1,2 on the two photon pT ’s and/or relax the photon iso-

lation requirement�R & 0.4, where�R ⌘
p

��2 +�⌘2

is the photon separation. Indeed by simple kinematics we
get the strict lower bound on m��

m�� > �R ·
q

pmin
T1 pmin

T2 , (8)

where we usedm2
�� = 2pT1pT2(cosh�⌘�cos��) that for

small �� and �⌘ is m2
�� ' �R2 · pT1pT2. This absolute

lower bound on m�� explains why in Fig. 1 the 8 TeV
reach derived from ATLAS7, which has the lowest pmin

T1,2,
can reach lower m�� than the ones derived from ATLAS8
measurements.

From Eq. (8) we conclude that in order to extend the
diphoton resonant searches to lower invariant masses one
would have to lower either pmin

T1,2 or �R. Both these pos-
sibilities deserve further experimental study.

A first possible strategy would be to require a hard
ISR jet in the diphoton analysis, along the way of what
was done in the recent CMS search for low mass dijet
resonances [37]. The hard jet requirement would raise the
pT of the resonance recoiling against it, collimating the
two photons and hence posing the challenge of going to
smaller �R. In this kinematical regime, the two photons
would look like a single photon-jet [51, 52] and it would
be interesting to study if substructure techniques similar
to those used in [37] for a dijet resonances can be applied
to such an object.

A second strategy would be to lower the photon pmin
T1,2.

This, however, poses well-known problems with the SM
background, like the larger backgrounds from QCD pro-
cesses (see e.g. [53]) and the challenge of recording, stor-
ing, and processing so many events.7 One might handle

6 We checked further di↵erences between Ref. [31] and the pro-
cedure used here, such as a finer categorisation of the diphoton
final states as in [6], and a fully unbinned analysis. We find that
they can a↵ect the sensitivity at most by 20 - 40%.

7 We thank Antonio Boveia and Caterina Doglioni for many clar-
ifications on these matters.

FIG. 2: Shaded: constraints on the ALP parameter space
from existing collider searches at LEP [26] and the LHC [31,
32, 34, 37] (see text for our rescaling of the CMS dijet
bound [37]), and from the bound derived in this work us-
ing the data in [8–10]. Lines: our LHC sensitivities at 8 and
14 TeV.

the high data-rate and long-term storage challenge with
the data scouting/Trigger-object Level Analysis meth-
ods [54–58] where, rather than storing the full detector
data for a given event, one stores only a necessary subset.
Alternatively, one could accomodate lower trigger thresh-
olds by recording full events for only a fixed fraction of
the data [58, 59], with prescaled triggers, and/or setting
aside these data for processing and analysis later [54, 60]
(data parking/delayed stream). Such techniques have al-
ready been used in searches for dijet signals [55–57, 60],
where one is similarly interested in localized deviations
from smooth, data-driven background estimates.
The quantitative comparison of the reach of these dif-

ferent possibilities for low-mass diphoton resonances goes
beyond the scope of this paper, but we do encourage the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations to take steps in these
directions.

VI. IMPACT ON ALP PARAMETER SPACE

To determine the diphoton signal strength �th
�� that

enters the bound in Eq. (4) and that should be compared
with the sensitivities in Eqs. (6) and (7), we multiply
the tree level pp cross section by a constant K-factor
K� = 3.3 [24, 61] (see Appendix A for more details) and
we use the widths of Eq (2).
In Fig. 2 we show how the di↵erent searches at the

LHC and LEP constrain the ALP decay constant fa for
a given value of the ALP mass ma. We fix for reference

~13.8GeV

boosted at rest

p p
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ma in GeV 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
✏S for �7TeV ATLAS [8] 0 0.008 0.022 0.040 0.137 0.293 0.409 0.465 0.486 0.533 0.619 0.637
✏S for �7TeV CMS [10] 0 0.002 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.058 0.156 0.319 0.424 0.499 0.532 0.570
✏S for �8TeV ATLAS [9] 0 0.0007 0.008 0.014 0.024 0.037 0.071 0.233 0.347 0.419 0.452 0.484

TABLE II: Signal e�ciencies for the 7 TeV and 8 TeV cross-section measurements [8–10] for a resonance produced in gluon
fusion.
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FIG. 3: Left: diphoton background shapes from our MC simulation (solid red) and from ATLAS cross section measurements
(light blue) at 7 TeV. Right: Total signal strengths from our MC simulation with minimal cuts (solid lines), compared with
the LO theoretical signal strengths (dashed lines). See text for more details.

that, in the ma region where these cuts are not e↵ective,
�LO
�� reproduces extremely well the ma shape of �MCtot

��

upon rescaling it with a constant factor C ' 0.85.
The e�ciencies for our signal are finally presented in

Table II as a function of the resonance mass.

Appendix C: Rebinning

The ATLAS and CMS ECAL energy resolutions are
extracted from [49] and [44], and read

ATLAS:
�E�

E�
= 10% ·

✓
GeV

E�

◆1/2

CMS:
�E�

E�
= 7% ·

✓
GeV

E�

◆1/2

They can be related to the smearing of the diphoton in-
variant mass, whose 2� uncertainty (m�� ± 2�m��) is
estimated to be

�m�� ⇡ 1p
2
m�� · �E�

E�
. (C1)

For ma > E�1 + E�2 we can neglect any possible boost
coming from extra radiation and the invariant mass is

well approximated by the mass of the resonance m�� ⇡
ma. As a cross-check of Eq (C1), we apply it to the
125 GeV Higgs with E� = m��/2 and get a Gaussian
smearing of �m�� = 1.12 (0.78) GeV for ATLAS (CMS),
which roughly agrees with the one in the ATLAS [6]
(CMS [7]) analysis: �m�� ⇡ 1.6 (0.75) GeV. Also the
mass dependence of the smearing provided by ATLAS
in [31] is reproduced by Eq (C1). For ma < E�1 + E�2 ,
the trigger threshold on the two photons energies sets the
lower limit on the bin size which is ⇡ 2.7 GeV for the 7
TeV ATLAS analysis, ⇡ 3.3 GeV for the 8 TeV ATLAS
analysis and ⇡ 3.2 GeV for the 7 TeV CMS analysis.

Appendix D: 7 TeV data & projections at 14 TeV

For completeness we present here our results based on
ATLAS and CMS 7 TeV data [8, 10] and our projections
at LHC14 and HL-LHC. The conservative bound at 7
TeV derived from Eq. (4) is shown in the left panel of
Fig. 4, and it extends to a lower invariant mass with re-
spect to one based on 8 TeV data in Fig. 1. This can
be explained by Eq. (8) and by noticing that the AT-
LAS measurement at 7 TeV has the lowest minimal pT
cuts on the two photons (see Table I). In Fig. 4 left we
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that, in the ma region where these cuts are not e↵ective,
�LO
�� reproduces extremely well the ma shape of �MCtot

��

upon rescaling it with a constant factor C ' 0.85.
The e�ciencies for our signal are finally presented in

Table II as a function of the resonance mass.

Appendix C: Rebinning

The ATLAS and CMS ECAL energy resolutions are
extracted from [49] and [44], and read
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✓
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They can be related to the smearing of the diphoton in-
variant mass, whose 2� uncertainty (m�� ± 2�m��) is
estimated to be

�m�� ⇡ 1p
2
m�� · �E�

E�
. (C1)

For ma > E�1 + E�2 we can neglect any possible boost
coming from extra radiation and the invariant mass is

well approximated by the mass of the resonance m�� ⇡
ma. As a cross-check of Eq (C1), we apply it to the
125 GeV Higgs with E� = m��/2 and get a Gaussian
smearing of �m�� = 1.12 (0.78) GeV for ATLAS (CMS),
which roughly agrees with the one in the ATLAS [6]
(CMS [7]) analysis: �m�� ⇡ 1.6 (0.75) GeV. Also the
mass dependence of the smearing provided by ATLAS
in [31] is reproduced by Eq (C1). For ma < E�1 + E�2 ,
the trigger threshold on the two photons energies sets the
lower limit on the bin size which is ⇡ 2.7 GeV for the 7
TeV ATLAS analysis, ⇡ 3.3 GeV for the 8 TeV ATLAS
analysis and ⇡ 3.2 GeV for the 7 TeV CMS analysis.

Appendix D: 7 TeV data & projections at 14 TeV

For completeness we present here our results based on
ATLAS and CMS 7 TeV data [8, 10] and our projections
at LHC14 and HL-LHC. The conservative bound at 7
TeV derived from Eq. (4) is shown in the left panel of
Fig. 4, and it extends to a lower invariant mass with re-
spect to one based on 8 TeV data in Fig. 1. This can
be explained by Eq. (8) and by noticing that the AT-
LAS measurement at 7 TeV has the lowest minimal pT
cuts on the two photons (see Table I). In Fig. 4 left we

mγγ

Diphoton x-section measurements

Signal Efficiency
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ALP parameter space
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A. Mariotti, D. Redigolo, F. Sala, KT (‘17)

spires-search://a%20mariotti,%20alberto
spires-search://a%20redigolo,%20diego
spires-search://a%20sala,%20filippo
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Trigger and Isolation

Extra jets(ISR)

γ γ
ATLAS/CMS diphoton trigger requires  

⊿Rγγ>0.4 and pTγ>20GeV 
Also, pTγ  will increases.  

ma = �R��
p
pT�1pT�2

<latexit sha1_base64="cee4q9jt5ABZpVGbsu1SoYciM9I=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei+CqzFRBFwqiLlxW6UPolOFOmtZgMjMmd4QyzM+48VfcuLCI4MpfMX0s6uNAwsk593JzT5hIYdB1P52Z2bn5hcWl5cLK6tr6RnFzq2HiVDNeZ7GM9W0IhksR8ToKlPw20RxUKHkzvL8Y+s1Hro2Ioxr2E95W0ItEVzBAKwXFExXAqX/JJQK9CTK/B0rB+M5986AxS4KsNhYCL596VPI8KJbcsjsC/Uu8CSmRCapBceB3YpYqHiGTYEzLcxNsZ6BRMMnzgp8angC7hx5vWRqB4qadjbbM6Z5VOrQba3sipCN1uiMDZUxfhbZSAd6Z395Q/M9rpdg9bmciSlLkERsP6qaSYkyHkdGO0Jyh7FsCTAv7V8ruQANDG2zBhuD9XvkvaVTK3kG5cn1YOjufxLFEdsgu2SceOSJn5IpUSZ0w8kReyBsZOM/Oq/PufIxLZ5xJzzb5AefrG2O9pnE=</latexit>

⇠ �R��
pISRT

2
<latexit sha1_base64="sWdbHpLZRONlbEcKAycZulYP7qY=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYKuhR1obta+xA6dbiTZmpoMjMkGaGE+RE3/oobF4q4cCP+jelj4evAvRzOuZfknjDlTGnX/XRmZufmFxYLS8XlldW19dLGZkslmSS0SRKeyOsQFOUspk3NNKfXqaQgQk7b4eB05LfvqFQsiRt6mNKugH7MIkZAWykoHfiKCf+Mcg24Hhi/D0LApOd+JIGYNDCN/Mb4UuCLq3qem2oelMpuxR0D/yXelJTRFLWg9O73EpIJGmvCQamO56a6a0BqRjjNi36maApkAH3asTQGQVXXjK/L8a5VejhKpK1Y47H6fcOAUGooQjspQN+q395I/M/rZDo66hoWp5mmMZk8FGUc6wSPosI9JinRfGgJEMnsXzG5BZuJtoEWbQje75P/kla14u1XqpcH5eOTaRwFtI120B7y0CE6RueohpqIoHv0iJ7Ri/PgPDmvzttkdMaZ7myhH3A+vgDPx6L9</latexit>

Simply diphoton trigger  
with lower pTγ        

prescaled trigger or LHCb
ΔR<0.4

photon
from jet

γtest
Mono-j/Mono-γ trigger,  
e.g. pTj>500GeV

&modify Isolation  
to probe 0.15<⊿Rγγ<0.4
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Trigger and Isolation

Extra jets(ISR)

γ γ
ATLAS/CMS diphoton trigger requires  

⊿Rγγ>0.4 and pTγ>20GeV 
Also, pTγ  will increases.  

Mono-j/Mono-γ trigger,  
e.g. pTj>500GeV

&modify Isolation  
to probe 0.15<⊿Rγγ<0.4

ma = �R��
p
pT�1pT�2

<latexit sha1_base64="cee4q9jt5ABZpVGbsu1SoYciM9I=">AAACJXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei+CqzFRBFwqiLlxW6UPolOFOmtZgMjMmd4QyzM+48VfcuLCI4MpfMX0s6uNAwsk593JzT5hIYdB1P52Z2bn5hcWl5cLK6tr6RnFzq2HiVDNeZ7GM9W0IhksR8ToKlPw20RxUKHkzvL8Y+s1Hro2Ioxr2E95W0ItEVzBAKwXFExXAqX/JJQK9CTK/B0rB+M5986AxS4KsNhYCL596VPI8KJbcsjsC/Uu8CSmRCapBceB3YpYqHiGTYEzLcxNsZ6BRMMnzgp8angC7hx5vWRqB4qadjbbM6Z5VOrQba3sipCN1uiMDZUxfhbZSAd6Z395Q/M9rpdg9bmciSlLkERsP6qaSYkyHkdGO0Jyh7FsCTAv7V8ruQANDG2zBhuD9XvkvaVTK3kG5cn1YOjufxLFEdsgu2SceOSJn5IpUSZ0w8kReyBsZOM/Oq/PufIxLZ5xJzzb5AefrG2O9pnE=</latexit>

⇠ �R��
pISRT

2
<latexit sha1_base64="sWdbHpLZRONlbEcKAycZulYP7qY=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYKuhR1obta+xA6dbiTZmpoMjMkGaGE+RE3/oobF4q4cCP+jelj4evAvRzOuZfknjDlTGnX/XRmZufmFxYLS8XlldW19dLGZkslmSS0SRKeyOsQFOUspk3NNKfXqaQgQk7b4eB05LfvqFQsiRt6mNKugH7MIkZAWykoHfiKCf+Mcg24Hhi/D0LApOd+JIGYNDCN/Mb4UuCLq3qem2oelMpuxR0D/yXelJTRFLWg9O73EpIJGmvCQamO56a6a0BqRjjNi36maApkAH3asTQGQVXXjK/L8a5VejhKpK1Y47H6fcOAUGooQjspQN+q395I/M/rZDo66hoWp5mmMZk8FGUc6wSPosI9JinRfGgJEMnsXzG5BZuJtoEWbQje75P/kla14u1XqpcH5eOTaRwFtI120B7y0CE6RueohpqIoHv0iJ7Ri/PgPDmvzttkdMaZ7myhH3A+vgDPx6L9</latexit>

ΔR<0.4

Eiso

T ⌘
�Ri,�test<0.4X

i 6=�test

ETi
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<10GeV

standard

modified

ATLAS h->aa->4γ [arXiv:1509.05051]
photon
from jet

γtest

almost same rejection rate for fake photon 
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LHC bound +Projections
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Triggering B0
s! �� at LHCb
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Table 4: Selection applied in the Hlt1B2GammaGamma HLT1 trigger line. Energies given here are
computed with 2⇥ 2 cell clusters.
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Figure 1: Comparison between 2⇥ 2 cell clusters (red solid line) and their o✏ine counterparts
(black dashed line) for variables used in the Hlt1B2GammaGamma HLT1 trigger line.

environments is challenging due to the time taken to evaluate the associated models. In
order to use a multi-variate strategy in the LHCb online environment, a discrete BDT is
implemented. This is a popular method, that is used to make multi-variate classifiers fast
enough for use in real-time-analysis environments [10].

4.1 Training samples

In order to design trigger selections, simulated candidates have been used to describe the
B

0

s ! �� distributions, while backgrounds are described using minimum bias 2015 data
events.

For the case of both the signal and background training samples, the L0 hardware
trigger configuration is applied and the HLT1 output is used directly as training data.
Additionally, simulated signal candidates are matched to true generator level candidates.
This is accomplished for the case of electrons by generating the reconstructed-generated
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Abstract

The trigger strategy used in the search for the B0

s ! �� decay in Run 2 is described.
A sample of data is also provided, corresponding to 80 pb�1 of diphoton candidates
collected in 2015.

0CV 1CVCategory: 2CV
2 unconverted 2 convertedunconverted 

&converted

electron candidate 
displaced vertextrigger: diphoton

Recast 0CV analysis to ALP

Diphoton resonance at LHCb

Followup 1906.09058v1 
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Figure 4: Diphoton invariant mass for background data events for the di-calorimeter photon
(a), single long conversion (b), single downstream conversion (c), and double conversion (d)
topologies.
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0CV
1CV

Assume: constant Acceptance&Efficiency. (of Bs→γγ)
A(2<η<5)=0.13,   ε=0.14

Then, require S<2√D  (no subtraction of BG)

data(~BG) is also const

Diphoton resonance at LHCb
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LHCb+Babar+Belle2

3

where we include NNLO corrections to the gluon
width [41] in Kgg (see Appendix A for more details).
Note that (0.1 mm)�1 ⌧ �

tot

= �gg + ��� ⌧ mbin

�� over
the mass range of our interest. The new resonance de-
cays promptly and has a very narrow width compared to
its mass.

The LHCb constraint and sensitivities derived in Sec-
tion IV are displayed on the ALP parameter space in
Figure 1, for the benchmark c

1

= c
2

= c
3

= 10.
We compute �(pp ! a) with ggHiggs v4 [42–45] us-
ing the mstw2008nnlo pdf set. We compare it with
that obtained by the use of di↵erent pdf sets and of
MadgraphLO v2 6 [46, 47] upon implementing the ALP
model in FeynRules [48], finding di↵erences from 20% at
ma = 20 GeV to a factor of 2 or larger for ma < 5 GeV.
As detailed in Appendix A, a more precise determination
of the signal would be needed, especially forma . 5 GeV.

In Figure 1 we also show

i) the 2� constraint �Z � �SM

Z < 5.8 MeV [28, 38];

ii) the LEP limit BR(Z ! �a(jj)) < 1�5⇥10�4 [29];

iii) the constraint derived in [1] from the ATLAS [49,
50], CMS [51], and CDF[52] inclusive dipho-
ton cross section measurements, corresponding to
�(pp/pp̄ ! X a(��)) < 10� 100 pb;

iv) the sensitivities derived in [1] from inclusive dipho-
ton cross section measurements at ATLAS and
CMS. The HL-LHC reach assumes minimal photon
pT cuts of 25 and 22 GeV and minimal photon sep-
aration of �R = 0.4. These numbers correspond to
the 7 TeV measurement in Ref. [49]. Higher pT cuts
would increase the minimal value of the invariant
mass within the reach of HL-LHC.

v) the BABAR constraint BR
�
⌥

2S,3S ! �a(jj)
�
<

10�4 � 10�6 [30], where we compute

BR
�
⌥ ! �a

�

BR
�
⌥ ! µµ̄

� ' 8E2

↵
em

4⇡

⇣m
⌥

4⇡f

⌘
2

⇣
1� m2

a

m2

⌥

⌘
3

, (5)

where BR
�
⌥

2S,3S ! µµ̄
�

= 1.92%, 2.18%. The
above expression corrects a factor of 4 in the result
of Ref. [53].

vi) the Belle-II sensitivity in the same channel, that we
determine simply by rescaling the expected sensi-
tivities in [30] by a factor of 10. This assumes that
the Belle-II reach will be statistics-dominated, and
that it will be based on a factor of 100 more ⌥(3S)
than the BABAR one (i.e. on ' 1.2 ⇥ 1010 ⌥(3S)
in total). The current Belle-II run plan for the first
years assumes only a factor of 10 for the above ra-
tio [54, 55], corresponding to a few weeks of ded-
icated run at the ⌥(3S) threshold. An extra fac-
tor of 10 could be obtained in a comparable time
with dedicated later runs, because a higher instan-
taneous luminosity is foreseen [55]. An analogous

search could be e↵ectively performed, at Belle-II,
also analysing the decays of ⌥(1S, 2S).

vii) limits from the diphoton final state from heavy ion
collisions are extracted from the recent CMS anal-
ysis in Ref. [40] and the reinterpretation of the AT-
LAS light by light scattering data [39] of Ref. [56].
The lower reach of these measurements is set to
ma & 5 GeV as a consequence of the minimal cuts
on the two photons transverse momenta.

ATLAS limits from Z ! �a(��) [57] are not displayed
in Fig 1. They imply BR(Z ! �a(��)) < 2.2 · 10�6

and turn out to be comparable to the heavy ions bound
for our benchmark in Fig. 1. Similar constraints can
be derived from the ATLAS inclusive search in pp !
�a(��) [57]. The lower invariant mass reach of these
ATLAS searches is set by the diphoton isolation require-
ment of [57], �R�� = 0.15. This corresponds to an ALP
mass of 4 GeV as discussed in Ref. [58]. Notice that LEP
searches for Z ! �a(��) [31] are weaker than the ATLAS
bound. Future sensitivities from e+e� ! �a(��) [33, 34]
do not reach values of f larger than ' 50 GeV and
are not shown. Finally, the proposed search in B !
K(⇤)a(��)) [33] at Belle-II has some sensitivity in a very
limited portion of our mass range and it is not shown to
avoid clutter.
In Fig. 2 we fix the ALP masses to two representa-

tive values ma = 5, 15 GeV and show the impact of the
various searches in the plane (N/f,E/f) which control
the ALP’s gluon and photon coupling respectively. As
one can see from Fig. 2, diphoton searches for a ALP
produced in gluon fusion both at ATLAS/CMS (see Ref.
[1]) and at LHCb (see Sec. IV) can be sensitive to N/f
as small as 10�4 GeV�1 as long as the coupling to the
photons is large enough. Moreover they can cover signif-
icant portion of the parameter space where the couplings
are of their natural size.

Searches taking advantage of uniquely the photon cou-
pling such as the ones in Refs. [32, 34, 57] become rel-
evant only in the upper left corner of the plane where
E/N & 50. Such a hierarchy can be realized in clock-
work constructions where the photon coupling is en-
hanced with respect to the gluon one (see for example
Ref. [59]).

The ATLAS, CMS and LHCb limits and sensitivites
shown in Fig. 2 are derived assuming gluon fusion as the
ALP production process, so they sharply stop at a given
small gluon coupling. If other production processes like
vector-boson-fusion are taken into account, the limits and
sensitivities would be slightly improved in the upper left
corner of Fig. 2. Practically, the Heavy Ion results that
we are including will always lead to stronger constraint
because of the enhanced photon-fusion production and
the loop suppressed background from light-by-light scat-
tering.

The bottom right corner where the new resonance
mostly couples to gluons is challenging to constrain in
this mass range, even though boosted dijet searches

*Also Babar/Belle2 Υ(3S)
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T1 target (gold)

Vacuum window(SUS)
KL 1st collimator

Magnetic field (2 T) Vacuum region

KL 2nd collimator

Iron
Tungsten alloy

Photon absorber (lead) Tungsten alloy
Iron

x

z

20 cm

10

0

0                                    5                                   10                                  15                                  20                                  25 m

Primary protons 

(30 GeV)

Fig. 2: KOTO collimation scheme in the beam line coordinates [12].

Table 1: Composition and position of materials along the axis of the KL beam line: some

components are part of the K1.1 charged-kaon beam line, which uses the same T1 target

and is at an angle of 7� with respect to the KL beam line. The thickness is listed only for

materials actually crossed by the beam. The regions between the Be vacuum window and the

stainless steel vacuum window, and between the K1.1 front duct and the beam exit window

are in a 2-Pa vacuum. The starting position is in beam line coordinates, whose origin is at

the center of the T1 target. The KOTO detector starts at the front face of the Front Barrel;

detector coordinates are measured with respect to this position.

Name Material
Thickness Starting position

[mm] [mm]

T1 target Au 66 -

Vacuum window Be 8 247

Vacuum window Stainless steel 0.2 3,097

Photon absorber Pb 70 3,730

K1.1 front duct Stainless steel 0.2 4,182

K1.1 tail duct Stainless steel 0.2 5,510

Collimator vacuum window Stainless steel 0.1 6,400

1st collimator Fe and W alloy - 6,500

2nd collimator Fe and W alloy - 15,000

Beam exit vacuum window Polyimide 0.125 20,000

Front Barrel - - 21,507

CsI calorimeter - 27,655

any other detectable particles. The energy and position of the two photons are measured with

a cesium iodide electromagnetic calorimeter (CsI) [13]. Multiple charged-particle and photon

detectors surround the decay volume to form a hermetic veto against any extra particles

except neutrinos. The decay vertex of the KL is reconstructed under the assumption that

the two photons come from a ⇡

0 on the beam axis and that the vertices of the KL and ⇡

0

coincide. Finally the ⇡

0 is required to have a large transverse momentum to balance the

momentum carried by the two neutrinos.

5

30GeV p  @J-PARC

*KL decay point is unknown

~2GeV KL

Main Target KL→π0(γγ)vv

Signal Photon, invisible

BG KL→3π, 2π

VETO Charged particle

Decayed NK (‘15) ~10^11 ~10^13
Future(~2026)

at KOTOKL ! ⇡0a ! 4�
<latexit sha1_base64="xxSySg5/GX/LDAhP8b9FxpKnW/o=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEV2WmFnRZdCPoooJ9QGcc7qRpG5rMDElGKKW48VfcuFDErV/hzr8xbWehrQcCh3Pu5eacMOFMacf5tnJLyyura/n1wsbm1vaOvbvXUHEqCa2TmMeyFYKinEW0rpnmtJVICiLktBkOLid+84FKxeLoTg8T6gvoRazLCGgjBfbBdXDj6Rh7Cbt3MExoxeuBEBDYRafkTIEXiZuRIspQC+wvrxOTVNBIEw5KtV0n0f4IpGaE03HBSxVNgAygR9uGRiCo8kfTCGN8bJQO7sbSvEjjqfp7YwRCqaEIzaQA3Vfz3kT8z2ununvuj1iUpJpGZHaom3Jsgk76wB0mKdF8aAgQycxfMemDBKJNawVTgjsfeZE0yiX3tFS+rRSrF1kdeXSIjtAJctEZqqIrVEN1RNAjekav6M16sl6sd+tjNpqzsp199AfW5w96h5Y0</latexit>
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Heavy Axion EFT=ALP EFT

Induce KL/K+ decay to axion by π-a mixing or  FCNC with W
KL→π0a      K+→π+a

E. Izaguirre,T. Lin,B. Shuve (‘16)

Only decay channel is a→2γ, (a→3π kinematically forbidden) 
KOTO can search for KL→π0a with NKL~10^13

at KOTOKL ! ⇡0a ! 4�
<latexit sha1_base64="xxSySg5/GX/LDAhP8b9FxpKnW/o=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEV2WmFnRZdCPoooJ9QGcc7qRpG5rMDElGKKW48VfcuFDErV/hzr8xbWehrQcCh3Pu5eacMOFMacf5tnJLyyura/n1wsbm1vaOvbvXUHEqCa2TmMeyFYKinEW0rpnmtJVICiLktBkOLid+84FKxeLoTg8T6gvoRazLCGgjBfbBdXDj6Rh7Cbt3MExoxeuBEBDYRafkTIEXiZuRIspQC+wvrxOTVNBIEw5KtV0n0f4IpGaE03HBSxVNgAygR9uGRiCo8kfTCGN8bJQO7sbSvEjjqfp7YwRCqaEIzaQA3Vfz3kT8z2ununvuj1iUpJpGZHaom3Jsgk76wB0mKdF8aAgQycxfMemDBKJNawVTgjsfeZE0yiX3tFS+rRSrF1kdeXSIjtAJctEZqqIrVEN1RNAjekav6M16sl6sd+tjNpqzsp199AfW5w96h5Y0</latexit>

BR(K ! ⇡a) ⇠
✓
0.1f⇡
fa/c3

◆2

BR(K ! ⇡⇡0)
<latexit sha1_base64="leCseJ98hYQlcbSbpjMz2RXUTxQ=">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</latexit>
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ALP hunt at KOTO

• decay point unknown (only Ecal, no tracker) 
• combinatorics of γγ pairs 

Challenges

Physics target: KL→π0a→4γ

1. assumption for reconstruction

θ12

θ34
KL

π0

π0/a

2. Require m4� ' mKL
<latexit sha1_base64="IuVzbDjEy9fxc2Prc0ns+IodLWI=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBovgqiRa0GXRjaCLCvYBTQiT6aQdOjOJMxOhhODGX3HjQhG3foU7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r0nTBhV2nG+rYXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2vb3tltqTiVmDRxzGLZCZEijArS1FQz0kkkQTxkpB0OL8d++4FIRWNxp0cJ8TnqCxpRjLSRAnufB1nN6yPOUe4pysk9NMp1cJMHdsWpOhPAeeIWpAIKNAL7y+vFOOVEaMyQUl3XSbSfIakpZiQve6kiCcJD1CddQwXiRPnZ5IUcHhmlB6NYmhIaTtTfExniSo14aDo50gM1643F/7xuqqNzP6MiSTUReLooShnUMRznAXtUEqzZyBCEJTW3QjxAEmFtUiubENzZl+dJ66Tqnlbd21qlflHEUQIH4BAcAxecgTq4Ag3QBBg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+pq0LVjGzB/7A+vwBQG+XVA==</latexit>

to find a correct pair

m2
�1�2

' E1E2(1� cos ✓12) ⌘ m2
⇡0

<latexit sha1_base64="Q4Yr+lhiuQrqyre0YnXofkzyq2E=">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</latexit>

[G. Perez, S. Gori, KT (Preliminary)]
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[G. Perez, S. Gori, KT (Preliminary)]

Expected bound on Br(KL→π0a)~10-8 

Translated to fa/c3 ~10GeV or fa/c2 ~100GeV

ALP hunt at KOTO
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Summary

• Axion-like-particles with gluon coupling and 
low fa is motivated by various models.  

• The heavy axion with low fa is a good 
guidepost for experiments.  

• ATLAS/CMS covers >10 GeV mass region 
with diphoton or mono-triggers.  

• LHCb covers O(1)-20GeV with diphoton 
trigger 

• KOTO covers <350MeV with NKL~10^13 

• Long-lived particle searches are relevant for 
sub-GeV mass and higher fa region. 
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